Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
There are various methods of enhancing the image quality by the researchers. Some of these may be discussed here to produce digital images with all related colour and contrast details [1] . Image enhancement algorithms may classify as indirect or direct enhancement methodology [2] . Indirect enhancement algorithms improve images without contrast measuring of that image [3] [4] [5] . Histogram equalization (HE) and variants methods, pixels renovations, contrast stretching scheme etc. are indirect techniques [6] . There are quality enhancement for the visual display and technologically compatibilities [7] . Generally indirect algorithms for enhancement are used adaptive one-to-one mapping process. These methods adjust the intensity of the selected pixels [8] . Generally these approaches directly not quantify image contrast; as a result overenhancement may be possible. On the other hand, direct enhancement procedures developed mimicking the human visual system (HVS) [9] . This paper also analyse the histogram-image enhancement, wavelet transform image modification and depth of field based method. Further, the contrast enhancement method also considers here for better improvements and reconstruction.
The paper is organized in the following manner. In Setion II, we present an HVS-based multi-scale image enhancement method and colour and depth histograms based image enhancement method. Section III explains the result analysis and conclusions are presented in Section IV.
II. MULTI-SCALE IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
Image quality enhancement using colour depth histogram is possible by HVS-based direct process [10] . The multi-scale division have a better impact on image enhancement. The algorithm is best fitted with matrix formula and easily processed. Multi-scale contrasts are calculated depending on the choice of the interest. One to one mapping in the transform domains are interpreted a new class of human visual system inspired multi-scale transformation. A direct process [11] [12] [13] [14] of adjusting the global brightness is also essential for this purpose. Generally contrast mapping a difficult process due to its non-linear relationship [15] . Multistage transformation using different scale make feasible to achieve desire contrast enhancement.
(A) Colour and Depth Histograms based image Enhancement
The proposed method is developed depending on the histogram analysis. Colour and depths histograms analysis provide a good estimation regarding the subjected image. Desire enhancement of the selected image is performed by selecting pixels considering all information. For simple calculation the colour space of the HSI or colour image transform to the RGB space to calculate the HSI or Hue-Saturation-Intensity model. Histogram is modifying deepening on intensity parameter. The desire enhancement level determine by multi-scale division and adaptive one-to-one mapping. basically transfer into multiscale and the mapping values are store in an array for future reconstruction. To get the depth of proper contrast luminance masked. Contrast masking here perform two times during analysis and synthesis. During synthesis based on the desired value of the contrast and luminance are adjusted. Proper transfer coefficients are essential to reconstruct the image to avoid mismatch. The HDMR is also commonly used in ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) studies in statistics. The terms in the HDMR expansion are then used to calculate the sensitivity indices which show the individual and cooperative effects of model inputs on the model output. The approximate solution is provided by optimizing the first order HDMR functions. The Legendre polynomials HDMR terms to be able to reduce the sampling effort. The HDMR is expressed by in n dimentional f (x) = f0 +n i=1 fi + n i,j=1 i< j fij +···+ f1...n. By imposing the following minimizing condition of dx fi1...ik (xi1 ,..., xik ) = 0 if j ∈ {i1,...,ik } which allows to be determined step by step approximation process.
III. ANALYSIS
The experimental results obtained using the HVSinspire enhancement algorithm and color and depth histograms based image Enhancement algorithms are proposed here.
The proposed enhancement scheme is the composition use the masking of luminance as well as contrast. The extension of the non-linear is one to one mapping are based on multi-scale contrast coefficients. The overall brightness adjustment is essential.
The HVS-based transforms were derived, which are the combination of the existing resolution transformation along with HVS. The new image enhancement algorithm. the non-linear modified contrast mappings enhance HVS coefficients and contrast definitions.
Approximation the desired mapping curve of the contrast modification for each sub block, the hole image contrast may enhanced without over-enhancing the other undesired image sub block. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The image enhancement algorithms using colour depth histogram and luminance contrast masking is one of the best approaches for image enhancement. The desire enhancement level determine by multi-scale division and adaptive one-to-one mapping. The result of the colour and depth histograms based image enhancement method shows improved in term of parameter and visual system performance. One to one mapping in the transform domains are interpreted a new class of human visual system inspired multi-scale transformation. A direct process of the adjusting the global brightness reduce the processing time. Experimental results satisfy the proposed algorithm ability to achieve desired improvements. 
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